The False God in the White House
Greek and Roman gods are myths, but America’s God is real and its religion is statism.
The Christians whom Friedrich Nietzsche critiqued in The Anti-Christ are as religious as the
American statists are political. Democrats idolize Obama as an angel, simply because he is
Black. Conversely, Republicans mindlessly defend Trump’s fascist policies, despite being antigovernment. Instead of allowing an archaic and pathetic system to rule over others, Americans
need alternatives. After all, there are multiple religions.
Jesus Christ is history’s most influential man. To this day, people ponder when his
second coming is and who it could be. Thus, the world has repeatedly put forth many
Yaldabaoths- false Gods. It turns out, Jesus is Black now. The democrats all worship Obama as
their Black Jesus. Of course, he is a Black Jesus; the Republican Romans refuse to believe he
is even American, let alone a God. Nietzsche claimed that “psychologically considered, ‘sins’
are indispensable to every society organized on an ecclesiastical basis; they are the only
reliable weapons of power; the priest lives upon sins; it is necessary to him that there be
‘sinning’;.... Prime axiom: ‘God forgiveth him that repenteth’—in plain English, him that
submitteth to the priest” (88). Obama rewired Americans to believe that racism is the ultimate
sin. Conveniently, this sin is his only armor against criticism. Without racism, the Black Jesus
could never survive. Luckily for him, he is able to keep racism on life support by denouncing
others as ‘racists’. Jesus was a perfect man, so his descendant, the Black Messiah, must be
too! Moreover, it becomes easy to forget Obama’s numerous sins against Muslims. Following
Nietzsche’s definition of good, evil, power, and happiness, he attacks the ideal Christian. While
comparing humans to animals, he mentioned that “the domestic animal, the herd animal, the
sick brute-man [is] the Christian” (44). Democrats are sheep; they will believe anything their
leader says. Since Obama is portrayed as the Black Jesus, it is impossible to even imagine his

war crimes at all. The war crimes charge is commonly rebutted by the sheep with “maybe if
these people were not a threat to Americans, we would not have to bomb innocent children”.
This is as absurd as the-all loving God who only loves Christians. After all, only Black Lives
Matter to the Black Jesus. This Black Jesus is nothing like Jesus and all his sins are forgiven by
the domesticated animal known as Democrats. To be fair, it is difficult to dispute that he is the
Black Jesus: he won a Nobel peace prize for his bombings and even has an Obama-Day.
Furthermore, Nietzsche added the similarities between animals and Christians. In his
explanation, he would “call an animal, a species, an individual corrupt, when it loses its instincts,
when it chooses when it prefers, what is injurious to it. A history of the ‘higher feelings,’ the
“ideals of humanity”—and it is possible that [he]’ll have to write it” (46). In the minds of
Democrats, it is only satisfying when a Black man deals with race issues. Behind the guise of
racial progress, Obama only harms minorities. However, as part of their virtue signaling
traditions, the Democrats worship him as Black Jesus and idolize him as if he were Malcolm X,
Mandela, and Martin Luther King Jr. Never mind the fact that BLM began protesting racial
injustices during the Obama administration and still roars on. In fact, not until George Floyd’s
death did cowardly Obama advocate for police reform. Retirement must cause memory loss,
since he actually increased police funding after Ferguson. Also, we must never forget the fact
that he did not do enough to end the war on drugs: another facade for the anti-Black
persecution war.
Comparing Obama to Martin Luther King Jr is insulting. What did Obama do to even
encourage peace and unity between Blacks and Whites? Moreover, mentioning Obama’s and
Mandela’s Nobel Peace prize in the same sentence is infuriating. Warmongering Obama’s 8
years of bombing is nothing peaceful. The virtue signaling regarding ‘#SaveYemen’ is
instructive. What is being done and who will be the one to tell the sheepish Democrats that
Obama’s bombs caused Yemen’s war? Lastly, thinking that Obama is anything like Jesus is
foolish. Obama is nothing without his dark complexion. Jesus forgave an adulterer. Obama

imprisoned Latin children. The Black Jesus died on January 20th, 2017 - President Trump’s
inauguration day, and the Black Jesus has no chance of resurrection.
Imagine being known as the man who killed Jesus. Trump understands this. Although
vastly less popular than Obama, he still has his share of worshippers. Unfortunately, they are
worshipping the enemy. Did the Republicans reject their own ethics and reason? Morality is just
a buzzword to them. Their new value is hypocrisy. One of their main criticisms of Obama was
his inaction, but the Republicans are more useless than Obama. Pity is how Trump escapes his
responsibility to act. So, he resorts to Christian tactics: “Christianity is called the religion of
pity.—Pity stands in opposition to all the tonic passions that augment the energy of the feeling of
aliveness: it is a depressant. A man loses power when he pities” (47) argued Nietzsche. In new
English, pity is now ‘thoughts and prayers’. Imagine being the president of the United States and
the only response to children being massacred are soulless tweets. This is not a virtue to
practice for all eternity. The only ‘benefits’ it provides are virtue signaling and ego-inflating. His
pity only demonstrates his lack of will. Funny enough, his thoughts and prayers only exist when
children are shot by school shooters, not when police officers shoot African Americans. Again,
where were his prayers for the victims tear gassed by his authorities so that he can cross a
street to hold up a Bible? Sounds familiar to Nietzsche’s bold claim: “[theologian] poisoning
goes a great deal further than most people think: I find the arrogant habit of the theologian
among all who regard themselves as ‘idealists’ …The idealist, like the ecclesiastic, carries all
sorts of lofty concepts in his hand (—and not only in his hand!)” (50). Trump pretends to be a
true Christian theologian. He holds the Bible in one hand as if to say that Jesus told him to
attack protestors. Republicans who view Trump’s Bible photo as evidence that Trump is a
faithful Christian are the true idealists that Nietzsche portrayed. Trump may run the country into
chaos, but holding a Bible makes it perfect! Trump arrogantly holds up a holy book to appear
noble. Noble people do not teargas people to shield themselves from criticism. However,
arrogant people do. Additionally, although Trump is not Hitler, he certainly is Pontius Pilate.

Trump’s tweets about ‘Law and Order’ are just excuses for him to control Americans, not to
protect them. So, now it is more accurate to refer to the Republican party as Big Brother
instead. Despite the lack of evidence that any government protects people, our rulers can bank
on citizens’ faith. In Nietzsche’s attack on Christian truth and faith, he gives an example of this
faith: “[when] a man gets any pleasure out of the notion that he has been saved from sin, it is
not necessary for him to be sinful, but merely to feel sinful” (76). Americans do not need to be
safe, they just need to feel safe. Just have faith that Trump will respect your American rights.
Trump’s ‘take guns, then go through process’ disgusts genuine second amendment proponents.
Republicans are not these proponents. Also, ironically, adding more police only promotes fear.
Maybe the pleasure is Trump’s instead. He feels unsafe that people question the police and
policies, so his call for US army intervention is for his ‘safety’. It may be shocking for
Republicans to learn that this is exactly how Pontius Pilate ruled Judaea. Nevertheless, it is
depressing how far the party has fallen from grace. Any Republican with true Republican values
is now a ‘traitor’. And it is these ‘traitors’ to their party who become martyrs and are convicted
for treason, like Jesus. Modern Republicans insist that they are Christians when they are
Romans instead. The ‘R’ in Republican stands for Roman after killing their figurative Jesus--true
Republican values.
As proven, Democrats and Republicans are a part of the same religion: Statism. Every
four years, Americans somehow feel compelled to vote for one holy party or the other. Just as
not everyone needs to be Christian, not everyone needs to be a Statist. What options do we
have? Nietzsche contrasts Christianity with Buddhism, stating, “Buddhism promises nothing, but
actually fulfils; Christianity promises everything, but fulfils nothing” (119). Buddhists do what
they must without others doing it for them. Christians, conversely, need supernatural agents for
change. It is no wonder that most Republicans are Christians: nothing changes. Similarly, every
election cycle consists of people who promise everything, but nothing happens. For Statists to
expect handouts is as ridiculous as expecting money to fall from the sky.

In the end, Nietzsche also recognizes the failures of Christianity since they lack the will
to power. This lack of will leads to more oppression and control. He states, “Morality is no longer
a reflection of the conditions which make for the sound life and development of the people; it is
no longer the primary life-instinct; instead it has become abstract and in opposition to life—a
fundamental perversion of the imagination, an ‘evil eye’ on all things” (83). Powerful people
abuse semantics to manipulate the world for their desires. Morality cannot coexist with power.
Power corrupts morality. Anything can be a sin to Christians. In the same light, legality is just the
politician's fancy word for morality. Anything can be crimes to them. With thousands of absurd
laws built for control, why do people still tolerate this?
Voting does not work, so reform is the next option. If that fails, overthrow them. If
Nietzsche can kill Gods, citizens can overthrow American gods. This world no longer needs the
current American gods.

